
MLA STYLE REFERENCE PAGE

According to MLA style, you must have a Works Cited page at the end of your Indent the second and subsequent lines
of citations by inches to create a.

Here are some examples to help you understand how to format titles and their containers. Other changes were
made as well. Toronto: McGraw,  Researchers and scholars were required to look up the citation format that
matched the type of source they used. Publishers It is important to include the name of the publisher the
organization that created or published the source , so that readers can locate the exact source themselves. MLA
format template for citing an image in print: Last name, First name of the creator if available. Try out our
generator, at the top of this page. Immediately following the publisher is the date that the page or article was
published, or posted. Robertson, Judy, et al. By Erich Herold, et al. New York: Park Lane,  Page numbers: The
reference list is the final page s of a research paper. Great Wall of China, Beijing, China. We can now obtain
information through apps, advertisements, Tweets, other social media posts, and many other creative ways.
The first name should be formatted in reverse order as was done for a single author. Dodd and Bruce I. Here
are two examples of how to cite two authors: Clifton, Mark, and Frank Riley. Each source used a different
citation structure. Example: pp. Re-using a project or paper from another class or time and saying that it is
new is plagiarism. Citations are included in the body of a project when you add a quote into your project. They
are the creators of the MLA format , which is a commonly used style to create references. You can find
examples of bibliographies in the final pages of some nonfiction books. Additionally, If you are creating a
citation that will be read on a digital device, it is helpful to make the URL clickable so that readers can directly
access the source themselves. The in-text citation for a website without an author is noted with the first word
or words in the title in parentheses, followed by a period. The editor would be indicated as an "Other
Contributor" in its normal location after "Title of Container": Article from a Scholarly Journal Original Article
from a Literary Criticism Anthology Previously Published Article from a Literary Criticism Anthology Note
that you are citing the resource that you actually used for your research. By Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. The
DaVinci Code. Facebook: Sandler, Adam. When an author has a specific title, it should be omitted from the
body of a project and also omitted from the reference list. This often happens with journal articles, edited
books, and textbooks. Changing or modifying quotes, text, or any work of another individual is also
plagiarism. In this case, Leonardo DiCaprio is the performer. U of Washington,  London: Harris,  What is a
Citation? Wondering how to cite an image found through a search engine, such as Google? When there are
multiple sources on a reference list by the same co-authors, organize those specific references alphabetically
by the titles. You can also export it too, if you wish. National Ballet of Canada. They contain a small tidbit of
the information found in the regular MLA citation. Great question.


